Call for articles

Dear Safety Colleagues,

On behalf of the IATA Safety Group, we would like to invite you to contribute to the 2nd Edition of the SIRM Special COVID-19 Bulletin. Although we are unable to meet face-to-face for the 28th bi-annual Safety Issue Review Meeting (SIRM) because of the travel restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic, we want to continue providing an open venue for the aviation safety community to share safety risks, hazards and lessons-learned from accidents, incidents and safety studies.

As such, the Bulletin is open to all topics that are focused on maintaining or improving safety with practical application. Additionally, topics related to challenges, related to COVID-19 and the restart of operations, such as de-preservation of aircraft, skill atrophy, reduced traffic, etc. are of particular interest.

**Timeline**

- Please confirm your interest in contributing and your topic area(s) by **April 17**, accompanied with a brief description of the topic;

- Please submit your article to irm-safety@iata.org as soon as it is ready and no later than **May 12**.

All Bulletin articles will be de-identified, unless your organization requests otherwise.

We thank you for your continued support of the SIRM and your consideration in contributing to such an important safety information-sharing document.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us irm-safety@iata.org

---

Who should contribute?

Safety professionals from:
- Air carriers
- Manufacturers
- Ground service providers
- Airports
- Pilot associations
- Academia
- Other relevant industry stakeholders

---
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